Let Q = {O, I} and for each integer n~1 let Q n = Q x Q x ... x Q (n-tuple) and Q: = {(aI' a-, ... , an) I(aI' az, ... , an) E Q n and E7=1 a, = k} for all k = 0,1, ... ,n. Let {X m } m ii:l be a sequence of i.i.d. random variables such that P(X 1 = 0) = P(X 1 = 1) =!. Any element A in Q n is called a sequence pattern and for each sequence pattern A, let T A be the first occurrence time of A (with respect to the process {X m } mii:l) which is defined by
we prove that if n~4, k = 1, 2, 3(n -3, n -2, n -1), and n =1= 2k, then there is an arrangement {B 1, B z, ... , B(n>} of Q: such that B 1 « e,« ... «B('D« B 1. Albeit we are not able to prove the statement k for any k =1= n /2, from our proof for special cases we strongly believe that the statement is true for any n~4 and k =1= n /2. This new result reveals a circular property of the first occurrence among the sequence patterns in Q: and also provides us with an understanding of the regularity of the fair coin-tossing process. We start with the following notation and lemmas. The following lemmas are essential to Theorem 3 below. However, the proofs of these lemmas are omitted. Lemma 14. If 1 ;a i ;aj and i + 1 ;a n -i -j -3, then A~« AJ,:~i-j-3. Lemma 15. If 1 ;a i ;aj and i + 2;a n -i -j -3, then AJ,j+l «AJ,:~i-j-3. Proof. Since the case that {B 1, B 2, ... , B(j)} = Q~-3 can be proved by interchanging 0 and 1, we prove only the case that {B 1, B 2, ... , B(j)} = Q~. If n = 7, then by a direct computation and Lemma 2, "the sequence patterns in Q~can be arranged as follows: (1110000) Now we assume that k = 3 and n~8. When n =1= 3m + 3 for some positive integer m, Theorem 3 is proved by combining Lemmas 2, 8, 9, 13, 14, and 15 . When n = 3m + 3 for some positive integer m, Theorem 3 is proved by combining Lemmas 2, 8, 13, 14, 15 , and at certain steps, Lemmas 10, 11, 12 will be used to avoid the cyclic behavior. Since the detailed proof is very lengthy, we omit it. available at https://www.cambridge.org/core/terms. https://doi.org/10.2307/1427778
For each
From our constructive proofs of Theorems 2 and 3, we strongly believe that Theorem 3 holds in general, Le., if n~4, k = 1, 2, ... , n -1, and k =1= n/2, then there is an arrangement Chen and Lin (1984) proved that if n~4 and n = 2k, then P(T A < T A.) =~for i = 1, 2 and P(TA<TD)<~for all DEQ~k-{A,AhA2}; here A=(0,1,0,'1,···,0,1), A t= (1, 0, 1, 0, ... , 1, 0), and A 2 = (0, 1, 0, 1, ... , 0, 1, 1, 0 Under some mild conditions, the conjecture and the results in this paper can presumably be extended to the situation in which Q = {1, 2, ... , r} and P(X t = i) = 1/r for all i = 1, 2, ... , r; here r is a positive integer~3. Chen and Zame (1979) also briefly discussed this case.
